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Not defined at all; it's not defined and is only used by the compiler/linker. All the other symbols have
standard meanings. The definition itself has no scope. Thus, I would rather write: int main(void) { }
The problem is that it is a keyword in C. It means main has been defined as int main(void). This
makes it hard to build. You can also make your own definition and declare the variable normally.
Note that, if your C compiler doesn't reject it, this is (1) a non-standard extension and (2) probably a
bug in it. But I wouldn't count on it. In C99, it was added to the Standard. Hope it helps. PS: If it's just
a typo and the author wanted int, he should have written it, or int;. PPS: Also, the error handling
looks weird: int main(void) { int ans; scanf("%d", &ans); if (ans == 0) { printf("Bad input. "); return
0; } return 0; } It is dangerous: for both correctness and robustness. You should accept any input,
and don't return a value. If a user gives bad input, he should get a rejection, not a crash. If the input
is OK, then you should print an OK message and return 0. If the input is OK, the program should
continue normally. Also, use return 0; if you want the program to end successfully. (Instead of return
0;, which returns 0.) Don't use 1. When you return 1, the program hangs. Also, you should check for
errors. If you do just scanf("%d", &ans); and scanf() fails, ans will be uninitialized and contain
garbage data. PS: While you're here, you can read: Returning a value from main Why is a return
statement necessary in C? Q: AngularJS: Is it possible to set a variable while executing a function? I
have a form with a simple input field. After a submit, I want to have a button that calls my function
confirm:
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